
3M™ Knifeless Tapes

  3M™ Tri Line Knifeless Tape
Create pinstripes, gaps and butt seams 
that rival using a knife or plotter.

  3M™ Finish Line Knifeless Tape
Turns easily in any direction to follow 
contours, curves and edges on vehicles.

  3M™ Bridge Line Knifeless Tape
Achieve clean and uniform cuts in wide 
gaps between doors, fenders and more.

  3M™ Design Line Knifeless Tape
Create unique striping, accents and 
designs with sharp, clean edges.

  3M™ PPF Line Knifeless Tape
Two tape system makes installing pliable 
paint protection films quick and easy.

  3M™ Precision Line Knifeless Tape
Create a clean, seamless butt joint 
between your most challenging films.

  3M™ Perf Line Knifeless Tape
Easily cut a uniform margin between 
window graphic and rubber moldings.

For tips, videos and more information, visit 3M.com/KnifelessTape. 
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Cuts like a knife.  
Only better.
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*Before applying edge-sealing tape

3M and DI-NOC are trademarks of 3M. © 3M 2016.  
All rights reserved. Printed in Australia. Please recycle.  
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Precisely and efficiently cut through graphic film without a knife and 
without surface damage to create a clean line.

3M™ Perf Line  
Knifeless Tape   
Cut laminated, perforated window 
films with a clean and sharp edge.
▶  Create uniform relief cuts along  

rubber moldings*
▶ Can be used to bridge tight gaps

3M™ Knifeless Tapes

No blade. No damage. No worry.
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3M™ Finish Line 
Knifeless Tape  
The industry standard for finishing 
vehicle graphic installations  
without a blade.

▶ Easily cuts most vinyl wrap films
▶  For single or multiple vinyl layer 

applications

3M™ Tri Line  
Knifeless Tape    
Unique, triple-lined tape ensures 
accurate, consistent stripe width from 
one end of the car to the other.
▶  Stretches slightly and turns easily in 

any direction for one-of-a-kind artwork
▶  Create different widths using 6mm, 

9mm or a combination of both
▶  For single layer vinyl application

3M™ Bridge Line 
Knifeless Tape    
Create evenly cut graphics bridging  
from one panel to the next for a 
professional finish.
▶  Achieve clean, uniform cuts in  

wide gaps
▶  For single or multiple vinyl layer 

applications

3M™ PPF Line  
Knifeless Tape    
Two tape system makes installing 
pliable paint protection films quick  
and easy.
▶  Get crisp, clean, symmetrical cuts  

without a plotter
▶  Cut paint protection film and vinyl  

window films with this ultra fine,  
ultra sharp filament

▶  Combining the cover tape and cutting  
tape ensures sharp edges

▶  Conforms around contours and curves

3M™ Design Line 
Knifeless Tape    
Get the flexibility you need to  
create highly contoured designs  
with sharp edges.
▶  Stretches slightly and turns easily for  

one-of-a-kind works of art
▶ For single layer vinyl applications

3M™ Precision Line 
Knifeless Tape   
Cut reflective, metallic,  
3M™ DI-NOC™ and other films with 
this ultra-fine, ultra-sharp filament.
▶ Turns easily in any direction to follow  
   contours and curves
▶ For single or multiple vinyl applications


